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San Jose Latinos demand fair coverage
By Darcie D. Johnson
Daily slat! .raer

Members of San Jose’s Latino community
are angry.
They’re angry about the negative light in
which they feel the media depicts them.
They’re angry in particular at the San Jose
Mercury News for a recent series done about
gangs in San Jose.
Members of the Latino community took the
opportunity to express their anger and opinions
about how Latinos arc represented in the
media, especially by the Mercury News, last
Thursday evening at the Alum Rock Union
School District Office.
An open forum, sponsored by the Santa

Clara Count) Human Relatii in%
was held lor people in the xoniniiiiiit% to object
to the Mercury’s coverage ol the Latino community, especially the gang series which ran
Oct. 20 and 21.
"We requested the Mercury News to he present and they were there," said Juan Haw,
SJSU student and member of Latino community organizations Conscderacion de la Razz
Unida (Confederation for United Latinos) and
Concilio de Organizaciaones Comunitarias
(Council of Community Organizations) which
is an umbrella organization for several other
groups.
According to Ham, demands from different
Latino Organizations were made of the
Mercury News in order to avoid a full-scale

ou ISILIL Illy ’,Executive Editor Bob Ingle
said he had not received any demands.
The demands Haro referred to ranged Iroin
requesting the Mercury News to discontinue
slanted stories about the Latino community
that promote gang wars within ethnic groups,
to requesting the Mercury to report outstanding
accomplishments of Hispanics such as
increased high school graduation rates and
community college participation.
In the Perspective section of Sunday’s
Mercury News, Ingle apologized to Hispanics
who may have been upset about the gang articles, suiting that he misjudged "the sensitivity
with which the articles would be received by
many Hispanics."
Ingle wrote that the Mercury plans to

ALL’S WELD THAT ENDS WELD

increase communication between the newspaper and leaders and "ordinary people’ in the
Latino community arid will "renew efforts to
broaden the composition of as news staff to
better reflect our community."
In addition to the article, a list of mostly
positive articles about the Latino community
published by the Mercury was included.
According to Elam, the Latino community
makes up 20 percent of the Mercury’s readers
and a boycott of the paper and its advertisers
would affect readership.
"I don’t think it was slanted toward
Hispanics, that is not what this minority journalist got out of it," said Bob Rucker, SJSU’s
broadcast sequence coordinator in journalism
and filmier CNN correspondent.

Rucker said, however, that he felt the
Mercury took a chance by running pictures
that were emotionally charged.
"If anything I applaud them. However, they
have to tell the audience what they are doing,"
he said.
The purpose of the article was to show that
"gangs, including ’wannabc’ gangs, are a
major problem across California and in San
Jose, we wanted to shine a light on it. That is
an important pan of our job (as journalists):
said David Yamold, deputy managing editor of
the Mercury and SJSU photojournalism graduate.
"I think the photos that ran were honest and
See FORUM, Page 3

Panel promotes awareness
of World AIDS Day, HIV
By Traci Deguchi
qatt

ra.

haw recently
For minds alit,
started questioning the AIDS crisis,
and where the epidemic stands, their
questions niay be answered today.
Beginning at noon in the Student
Union, the Student Health Advisory
Committee, SHAC, will be sponsoring
a discussion panel, "A World of
Concern," recognizing World AIDS
Day which is this coming Sunday.
Naz Motayar, the director of peer
education in the Student Health
Services, will be moderating the panel
which will include people who are
HIV positive discussing the changes in
their lives and HIV in general.
III V IS the virus that causes
aiaied immune deficiency syndionie. AIDS, a disease that weakens
the body’s immune system, leaving it
vulnerable to infections and cancers.
resting positive for HIV means only

that an individual has been exposed to
the virus, not that the person has
AIDS.
"The panel will show the human
side of the HIV infection," Motayar
said, "and how people are affected by
Although an information fair was
originally planned for the day.
Motayar said that because an information day held in October by SHAC, a
panel discussion would be something
different, and something SHAC hasn’t
done in a long time.
"The purpose of this panel is to
show that the disease can effect everybody," Motayar said. "It also shows
that people who are HIV positive
aren’t on a death sentence."
The panel not only recognizes
World AIDS Day, but also comes at a
time of increased student concern
about AIDS following Magic
Johnson’s announcement of his HIV
trite, ti, according to Motayar.

quesio,h,
have
"Student’s
increased," Motayar said. and they’re
much more interested about HIV testing."
SJSU professor and counselor in
the student counseling services.
Wiggsy Sivertsen, also recognized student involvement.
"That kind of dramatic event certainly jarred people’s sensitivities," she
said.
Sivertsen also said that for the past
ten years, she has been talking about
safe sex and AIDS. At that tunic, most
people were thinking that she was
"blowing smoke" and that AIDS only
affected homosexual men and IV drug
users. Now there’s another story.
"Things have changed due to
Magic Johnson," Sivertsen said.
Sivertsen said that the counseling
center is available for questions about
HIV testing, counseling and AIDS. The
panel will be held in the Costanoan
Room in the Student Union.

SJSU Greeks vote to accept invitations
for new sorority to colonize next fall
By Traci Drguchi
Dilly gaff matter

Harry Guilerret

I )(nig Keith, 42, works on the ducts in the
idustrial Arts Building. The ducts remove
saw dust from the wood -working

Basement Turkey Shoot fires up
support for campus R() R: program
ItI Kim I :trier
Don’t expect to kill your 1 hanksgo ing
least with an M 16 or a .22 -caliber pistol,
Ina you can shoot these military weapons
Ig fun and prizes at the annual Turkey
Shoot hosted by the ROTC.
"The reason behind the hakes Shoot is
I’ get moie students familiar t th the RIM.’
I rogram on campus," said ( ’apt. Sue Ruda
assistant professor of militar) science
I he 25 -yard 10 YIC gun range is located
in the basement of MacQuarrie Hall.
Students can shoot tor competition from
Monday through Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. The grand prizes are given to the top
three scores of the M 16 target shooting.
Gabriel Fernandez is currenth leading
the contest x oh 19 points. The highest possible scow is PO points.
The M 16 target shooting is real
tough," Capt. Riakit said. "Most of the students that have Ivo) shooting are not experienced."
A .22 -caliber pistol is also availahle to
shoot Balloons are positioned 2s yards

Dady stall" ph,

machines in the process of industries
room. Keith works for 0.C. McDonald, a
firm that is contracted by SJSU.

away from the shooting booth. Random
prizes from free sandwiches to movie passes
are hidden behind the balloons. If a balloon
is popped. a prize is won.
Participants must pay a S2 fee to shoot
10 shots from the M 16 ntle and a 52 lee io
shoot three shots from the 22 taliber
The 51 16 rifle is equipped with a .22
aliber device Ii is usually equipped
Sill,
s srmini rounds k Inch Me MO "IMO’
mug,.
1111 It shoOl at the
" !he 22 ;idaptei Atm‘, OW who has rio
1111111:KV CSIATICIlk e lu !NI .1 ILTI for what an
sjst, mu.
assault tale is.- said Anti quo
dem and Rt 11(ski
Sone ot Me participants peter shooting
the pistol over the M 16.
"1 ani parocipating in the Turkey Shoot
to show some support to the 10 it(’ and to
win some prizes," sad Paul Chan tumor at
SJSU. " the pistol shooting WA, III(’ most
fun because you have mon control and larger targets."
"The people in charge of the ’Yorke%
Shoot are highly qualified," (*apt Ii114111
said. "We closely mormoi the tvr soli . ho
firing."

On Monda% \.,) I s in a 4 :
decided to
the Panhellenie
expand as a result of a unanimous recommendation from the presidents of
all of SJSU’s National Panhellenic
Council, NPC, houses.
What expansion means for the
council is that the SM.) campus is
"open" to ac..ept invitations from
other national sororities, and will
c\entuall% sirenethen an already
suom! sotorit
stcm, according to
Panhellenk ad% iser Meredith Moran.
is
"hi means approximately 65
more women into the system," Moran
said, "in addition to another 20 or
more pledges."
Panhellenic president Paige Martz
said the expansion goes beyond just
ceiling another sorority on campus.
"We’re tapping into a group of
%%omen who would otherwise not join
a sorority," Manz said.
"Joining a sorority can be intimidating," Martz said, "but there’s
excitement in starting a new group."
lime last expansion effort look
place back in 1986 when Alpha

11111111 oil Pi colonized, and Moran.
who was adviser at the time, said that
the vote was unanimous.
Moran said that all expansion
efforts since the early 70s, have been
"trying to re -build a system that was
already in place." The number of
soronty houses on campus since then
has varied anywhere from three to
five.
The house which will colonize
next fall will complete SJSU’s largest
NPC group since the 70s. Growing
statistics over the years of enrollment
have also accompanied Panhellenic
expansion.
Moran also pointed out that
women constitute over 50 percent of
the student population at SJSU, and
with an increase of those in the 20 to
24 -age category, the largest represented group of sorority women, expansion "needs to respond to that."
Although Panhellenic’s Greek -system counterpart. the Interfraternity
Council, expands more often, Moran
said that Panhellenic "takes a more
deliberate process and sees if the
houses are strong before adding
more:
"Fraternities take a more ’free

Asians get new voice on campus

4. Tine,
enterpnse approach %1/4 h.
are more conservative.- Si. ’1.14,
Panhellenic secretary Satiric
Rivera said that IR’ did "express
interest" in expansion and that Spring
semester will be the time when the
actual process will he taking place.
"I feel really positive about it,"
Rivera said, "and having another
house on campus will benefit all of
LIS."
The process begins when an interested sorority sends letters and information about their organization to an
SJSU Panhellenic expansion comnuttee that reviews the material. After
that, three to five sororities are selected to come to campus, spend the day
and make their presentation to the
council.
The selection committee then
makes their recommendation to the
Panhellenic Council who then makes
a recommendation to the university.
The vice president of student affairs
then extends a formal invitation to the
chosen sorority.
"There was a kx of apprehension at
first," Kw said. "but then we saw we
could generate a lot of excitement
with another sorority."

INSIDE

Ily Priv liorillo
Dad) gall Is nit’,

Alex Yatnan SCSI ’s new cootdinator of
ASIall-A1114:11Call SIlitlics, us thrylled a uhi his new
pOSIl1011.
"I’m excited to he here," Yamato said. "The
university has such a diversity of students,"
Yamaha will also net as the co-adviser of the
Asian Student Union at SJSU. This is a newt)
active group comptised oh Asians and Pacific
1%1, ki.iiunds.
Islandeis of all
The union "addi.esses issues that concern all
ad% iser Christina Sal’. in
Asian students." said
The AS(’ %%el, omed ’Liman) to SIM %%tili a
surprise reception law Wednesday aftenx sin in the
NI11,1,111 I ’11101I.
Guild:thaw Rt’.tiiikd
"We told hint it %%.0 a budisi iinviing and he
ssas tc,111% slitplIsid.. 5.114
ssas ontlet
lan tato said. "it triikk. me
feel like a pan of the unitei say community."
lamato believes he all benefit the AS( anti
his knowledge IX Asian AMC, I, MI studies."1 think
the history can help In mg to into the I inure," he
said.
Sal% in also thinks that Yamato can bring a lot
to the griilp
’Ile knows about Asian issues and current
es ,111.. she saul. "He keeps its up ii) date."
5.1 St ’ is quite a change from Ilinitholdi State
i’IOerNil
where Yamato lectured tor 10 years

’He knows gthont Asian
issues and current events.
He keeps its up to date.’
I host, nalS,iI’.imu

and also served as chair of the Ethnic Studies
Depanment for the last three years.
liumboldt State has one of the smallest k sun
populations in the Cahlornia State l’niversit% system while SJSI. has the largest.
"there’s only about 100 Asian, ,11 I filiofioa,"
he said
Beton: coming to Humboldt Stale. S antato
spent three years at San Francisco Slate. %%here he
gained his first teaching experience in Asian stud
’I ammo’s 4:dui:woad ba, kground includes
pair of degrees limn t no ersity of California,
Berkeles Ile earned a bax helot of arts degree in
psx.hology and a do k licit,. in so% Whys
Ills (11111c’s as coordinatot of ,,),11, Aniericall
Studies a ill include continuing and dock ping the
department s
"I IA III 11111:111111 to meet the needs oh the students," he said
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L EDITORIAL
An insult to student voters
Hasty decision to cut
IRA funding
disregards student
opinion
voting populace at
The
SJSU has been slapped
in the face.
The recent move by the Associated
Students Board of Directors to
discontinue funding Instructionally
Related Activities through A.S. fees was
a political tornado that has wrought
pandemonium and whisked away voter
faith.
We have been told that the A.S. wants
to use the money in the budget, formally
allocated to IRA programs, to support
other campus clubs and activities that
more fairly represent all of the
approximate 30,000 students at SJSU.
One idea that is being tossed around
is paying for every student’s catalog of
class schedules. Considering that a
catalog is available for free use at the
information desk in the Student Union
and many people share class schedules.
anyway, such a use of funds would be
questionable.
The A.S. pointed out that only 15
percent of students participate in IRA
programs. They argue that their money
should be put to use serving the other 85
percent of the population.
What they fail to take into
consideration are the thousands of
students who benefit from the existence
of such IRA-funded programs as the
university theater, the campus radio

not 10
station and the art gallery
mention athletics.
Those of us who voted tor the $15
IRA fee increase last semester did so
with the understanding that the
additional monies would be used toward
improvement and expansion of these
programs, as well as keep them healthily’
intact through the budget crisis.
Nothing was said about the fee
increase replacing A.S. funding of IRA
during the campaign last spring. If the
A.S. entertained any qualms about how
much and how long IRA monies would
be taken out of the budget, depending
upon the fee increase, they failed to alert
voters of their concerns.
A couple of members on the A.S.
Board of Directors keep pointing out that
only eight percent of all students voted
on the IRA fee increase, that it’s grossly
unrepresentative of the mass campus
population.
Be that as it may, let’s remember that
it doesn’t matter how few people
participate in an election; the majority
vote determines policy. To minimize the
importance of election results because of
the lack of voters is, at the very least,
offensive.
Voter apathy is a huge concern in
elections around the country; the last
thing we need from our student
government is the unspoken message
that tells voters their opinions don’t
count.
The decision to stop funding IRA
programs through the A.S. budget
without taking students’ views into
consideration does just that. Next spring
will be the students’ opportunity to show
campaigning members of A.S. just how
important voter opinion is.

WHAT’S
SO
YOUR POINT?
Brooke Shelby Biggs

One small step for women
According to an ongoing
national study beginning
with the high school class of
1972, women consistently
get better grades and beat
their male counterparts to graduation.
And yet, after about eight years in the
work force, women get paid less an
average of one-third less than the men
who hold the same jobs.
The study is part of the U.S. Senate’s
series of hearings on the status of women
in the work force that began this summer.
Since the study’s findings emerged
well before the Clarence Thomas
confirmation hearings, and yet nothing
was ever done about this glaring
inequity, it is apparent that the old boys
in Washington really don’t give a damn
about women.
They didn’t before they let Justice
Thomas on to the highest court, and they
obviously don’t now.
They’re afraid of us. They should be.
Women might even do something
maybe even ... work if they got onto
Capitol Hill in significant numbers.
As it is now, two women warm Senate
seats. Two. How can we honestly expect
the government to be responsive to
women’s issues if their voices are that
faint?
For male politicians to allow the idea
of equality to creep into their tiny heads
would be suicide. Women would have
their jobs in a minute.
Somehow we have let the old boys
justify the fact that the Constitution, a
document entrusted to them, blatantly
denies basic freedoms to a majority of
this country’s population.
How women, once practically deified
for their powers of life-giving, became so
grossly subordinated and exploited is a
tragic mystery.
Now we live in a world where
women’s pain and sexual slavery is
called entertainment by a $50 billion

NEWS Room (408)
FAX 924-3282

pornography industry.
We live in a nation where a woman is
raped every 12 minutes, and one in three
women will be raped in her lifetime.
We five in a society where domestic
violence is epidemic.
We live in a nation that will in all
likelihood strike down Roe v. Wade, the
landmark abortion -rights bill that granted
women control over their own destinies.
When the Supreme Court does that.
we will live once more in a nation where
women can be forced to bear children
against their will.
Yet we don’t seem to mind. Women
are kept under the power structure’s boot
heel bound, gagged and harmless.
But not helpless.
It’s difficult in an age when it seems
the powers that be make sweeping
decisions that can change our lives to sit
down and write a letter.
It’s hard to conceive of one vote
making any impact.
That’s why the people who care, the
people who are angry, must do
something tangible.
I stood out on the steps of an abortion
clinic this weekend, shivering in the pre
dawn as I watched my breath condense
and encircle my head.
I looked around at the dozens of rightthinking men and women there with me,
prepared not only to sacrifice sleep and
warmth, but to put their physical safety
and freedom on the line for the women
who had appointments inside.
I watched as Operation Rescue vans
slowed in front of the clinic, the prolifers inside weighing the odds.
We outnumbered them four-to-one.
They drove on, and all the clients walked
freely into the clinic.
I smiled and saw the possibilities.
Brooke Shelby Biggs is the IMily
executive editor. Iler column appears
every Tuesday.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Problem won’t go away
Editor,
Your recent comments in the campus pillar of journalistic quality have forced me to
respond.
It is interesting to note that banning
ROTC on campus is the way to send a message to change current defense policies on
homosexuals. While fundamental changes in
military policy are inevitable (as in the case
of blacks and women), the way you propose
to force the changes is dubious, at best.
Your proposed cure for the illness is to
kill the patient. ROTC, like any military
organization, takes its orders from the
Department of Defense, who in turn takes its
orders from the President and is funded
through Congress. Who controls the
President and Congress? Surprise the voters of this country. It is our society that must
tell our government what we want. It is our
society that must accept homosexuals in the
military and convey that message to our
elected officials.
Banning ROTC on campus won’t make
the problem go away. The military will still
be around. Officers will still be commis-

Daily.
First, the Union Pacific line is the only
line that actually has a SJSU campus stop.
The Southern Pacific line is blocks away.
And for those of us that commute to school
from Alameda County (and many of us do),
this would he a dream come true. A BART
stop on campus would sure help our parking
problem, too.
This brings up my second point. SJSU
has released plans to build new parking
garages. Why are we spending millions on
new garages when budget cuts may limit the
number of students that the school can
accept? Instead of spending the money on
garages, SJSU should support the Union
Pacific BART route and spend the millions
of dollars on teachers, scholarships and other
academic needs that have been cut because
of our financial pmblems
The Union Pacific line will benefit SJSU
students, the community and downtown
businesses. This is a claim that supporters of
the Southern Pacific line can’t make, and if
they do, they certainly can’t back it up.
J. Felix De I.a Torre
Senior
Public Relations

sioned at other campuses. And to the cheap
shot about the military going out and "killing
defenseless people?" Be thankful for a military that protects your right, with their very
blood, to allow you to rant on. Tell me, do
you have the intestinal fortitude to do the
same? And, unlike some people, I’m not
afraid to sign my name to this.
Hansford 0. Smith
Senior
Political Science

BART would benefit SJSU
Editor,
In a couple of months, the Santa Clara
County Board of Supervisors will vote on
which route to use when they bring BART to
Santa Clara County.
While all the supervisors agree that the
county needs BART, there is a big disagreement on which route to use: the Union Pacific
corridor or the Southern Pacific corridor.
So far, no big deal, right? Wrong. It is a
big deal. The BART issue should get more
coverage than it has received in the Spartan

WRITER’S
FORUM

Monica Campbell

Egg donation a way to earn extra money
a quick way to earn
What’s
52,(/00 and help a needy
couple in the process?
Donate an egg.
While men have been donating their
sperm since ancient times, woman
donating their eggs is a fairly new
COMM..

Now, due to the medical advancements
linked with in -vitro fertilization, women
can donate an egg to be fertilized in a
laboratory with the sperm of a husband
who’s wife is unable to create her own
egg.
The donor egg and sperm then create
an embryo which is inserted into the
infertile woman’s uterus, allowing her to
bear a child.
One of my close friends is seriously
considering donating an egg. She will
receive $2,000 as a result. This is a lot of
money when you are an independent

college student who can barely pay the
rent every month.
When she told me about this I was
instantly interested. You can earn $2,0(X)
just for donating an egg? Doesn’t sound
that had.
I told my family about it and was
instantly attacked with arguments such as
"What? And give away your first born’?"
and "You would regret it later." Boy, and I
just mentioned the idea.
I argued that I would be giving a
needy couple a chance at their own family
and earning some much-desired financial
relief in the process. Sure, the infertile
mother would he carrying a baby not
biologically related to her, hut at least it
would be related to her husband.
After I explained all this to my family,
my father said it would be "his first
grandchild and he wouldn’t even know
him or her."

I then realized that the psychological
complications of donating an egg would
be hardest to deal with.
I talked to my friend again, who had
received more information about the
donating process. She said that
psychological counseling was required for
the donor and a daily check-up would be
needed for about two weeks. Plus,
removing the egg is a surgical process.
Wait. I don’t like the sound of anything
that involves the phrase "surgical
process." This would definitely not be an
easy $2,000.
After mulling it over, I decided I would
keep my eggs to myself. I’ll leave the
donating process to people who are better
equipped to deal with it psychologically
and physically.
Monica Campbell is a Daily staff writer.
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CAREER PI.ANNING k
PLACEMENT: Co op orientation,
2 p.m.. S.U. Almaden Room, call
924 6033.

HBA: Hispanic Business Assoc.
general meeting/bake sale OP BC,
6:30 p.m.. S.U. Almaden Room, call
924-2707.

SJSU-PRODUCED
GAMESHOW: "Pillow Talk"
special preview w/ free food, 6 p.m.,
6:30 p.m., 7 p.m. & 7:30 p.m., ART
1(Y9, call 294-603’3.
THEATER ARTS DEPT.:
"Savage/Love" free performance,
noon, Studio Theater @ HGH 103,
call 924-4530.

Student Galleries Art
AR 1 1)1
Shosss through Wednesday, 9:00 d III
Reseptions. 6 p.m.. ART: -Design
Out of Context,- Design 14lUlt),
Om-,
exhibition, 6 nit. ART.
Lecture series Terry Irwin, wapiti,
and corporate identity designer. S
p.m., ART 113, call 924 .t 326 oi 923

IA( )R1 1) A.1.1).1. 1)AY: Panel
110011. S
CW4411.111
Room. Intormation litre. 9 a 111 . S U
( ,tatio.s,,
sail 924 61 4,

433(1.

14.19111 Sit Ill NI
111\ISIRIIS:
together, 11.30 J.111., HBO pit next to

MAO: Media AWaielless
Orgiuniation: Speakers Laura
Kurtnnan and Jim Gensheimer ot t1m
Mercury News discuss report ,itc
,
San lose gangs, 5 p.m., WI .N
call 723-4970.
LYKAH: Leave Your Keys at Horne
Alternate transportation and drunk
driving awareness, 10:30 sin., in
front of Student Union, call 286
7616

4/favisom
CCM., all 721 0500

CHRIS.’ IA

SCIENCE
I ION: Testimony
meeting. noon, S.U. Pacheco Room,
call 998 8736.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS:
Open meeting, 12:15 p.m., Campus
Ministry Center basement. call 266
ORCAM/A

9606

Pepsi considers colorless version of its cola
NLW YORK (AP) Roses are
red, violets arc blue and colas are
brown.
Or are they’?
Pepsi -Cola Co. confirmed Monday
it is considering whether to market a
clear, colorless version of its flagship
soft drink, brown -tinted Pepsi.
Industry analysts had a mixed reaction.
Sonic said it could provide a spark
to a slow-growing segment of the S46
billion annual soft drink industry. But
others said they doubted the proposal
would make it out of the Pepsi
research labs.
Pepsi spokesman Andrew Giangola
said the idea was only "one of several
projects we are working on" and
added the company is "not ready to go
to market or discuss any details about
it."
His comments came in response to
a report Monday in The Wall Street
Journal that Pepsi was developing a
clear version of Pepsi that ( (mild he

sold side by- side with the rcgolat
brand. Pepsi is the nation’s second best
selling soft drink, after Coca-(’ola
Classic.
The report said the colorless cola
could be on the market as early as next
spring if Pepsi decides to proceed with
it. It said colorless versions ol other
soft drink flavors are also under consideration.
Industry analysts said a new variation of Pepsi could create some excitement among consumers and get Pepsi
more space on grocery shelves.
"One of the ways to excite a category is to come out with a new variation in the category," said Jesse
Meyers, publisher of Beverage Digest.
Meyers estimates growth in the
cola category will slow to 3 percent
this year, less than half the pace in its
heyday of the 1960s.
While most consumers probably
identify colas as dark, the color
doesn’t occur naturally: Soft drink
makers add a caramel color.

111 Ik’ ’5I/11111 IX- .1 1 11110,11) 1.1,1(4
here," said Hellen Berry, head of marketing for the consultancy Beverage
Marketing Corp. "A lot of people
would try it for the novelty fachm
There have been numerous c’ -u1 I
pies of smaller companies markennt:
clear colas over the years, but none
have caught on on a large scale.
Marketers also have tried several
variations on the basic cola flavor, the
favorite of soft drink consumers.
Meyers said colas will account for 68
percent to 70 percent of this year’s S46
billion in soft drink sales.
There have been colas with added
caffeine and colas without any cat
feine, colas with calcium or juice and
colas without salt. The Most SUCCk’,I ii
variation on the basic flavor has it, -,11
sugar-lree cola, which accounts tor
about 27 percent ol the cola catgeory.
Meyers said.
"It will be interesting to watch consumer response" if Pepsi proceed,
with a test of a clear cola, Meyers said.
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Largest public school system to begin
condom distribution amid controversy
NEW YORK (AP) A condom on -demand program that survived
repeated attacks begins a king phase’
in Tuesda). in the nation’s largest public. school system.
Specially trained teachers and
guidance counselors will make condoms available to students in at least
one sch(iol. Parents’ permon isn’t
required.
James Vlasto, a Board of
Education spokesman, said 16 schools
will be phased in during the next two
weeks. The board aims to make condoms available to 260,01X) students at
120 public high schools by the end of
1992.
Proponents say the program
part of a stren$thened kindergarten -through -high school AIDS
curriculum could help slow the
cad of the disease and other sexual k ii,ttt.smitled diseases.
Opponents say the program interferes with parental rights and religious
beliefs and could give teen-agers a
False sense of security.
"We -- and I refer to a whole
broad range of dewy and parents who

do not believe
were involved in this
this is the answer to the very real and
very ternble prohlem (il All
Joe %willing, a spokesman tor the
Roman Catholic Archdiocese of New
York.
"We also led from a moral taunt of
view that this is sending the wrong
message to our young pet plc- that it is
promoting sexual promiscuity and
early sexual activity."
The Board of Education, al ter live
months of ralicorous debate, approved
the condom plan Feb. 27. Some other
cities are slowly following suit, but
New York’s program is tonsidered
one of the most liberal because it
doesn’t require visits to health clinics.
In a separate effort Tuesday, the
Gay Men s Health Crisis will give
away 100,(XX) condoms at 34 subway
stops during morning and evening
rush hours.
New York City is home to about 3
percent of the nation’s I 3 -to-2 I -yewolds, but accounts for 20 percent of all
AIDS cases in that age group. The
city’s school -based health clinics estimak. one fl Mur sexually. active high

SpartaGuide forms can be
fund In the Ratan DAly
newsroom WLN 104

transmitted
schoolers gets .1
disease.
Mathilde Kona adjunct prolessoi
ill publik health at Columbia
University and Ittunding co-chairw01111U1 14 the Ainer it An Foundation
for AIDS Researk I hi estimated that
tit the t
two t)I ever) 11813 n
- more than c 114, mt.h sclvad stu
dents - - are untested \s it!’ the AllIs
virus.
Each school, depending t mi its si/c.
will have one or more "livaldi iesourt
rooms" where students from grades
nine through 12 can get condom,
donated by the manufacturers
The package will include instructions Mr using the condoms and litera
tore on the risks and benefits of coo
(tom use and misuse. An actompany
ing card will instruct students that
abstinence is the only sure way to
avoid sexually transmitted disease,
V lasto said.
Counseling ti, ill
optional. The
state Board of Regents rejected a lastditch (Akin ut cattier to require counseling each MK’ a student tequesied
condom

4,14
Students on the graduation trail
should take care not to fail,
and put their career up for sale
by winding up in jail.

THE RESUME MAKER
Professional Fiesurfw
Services

(408)263-0424

Responsible Choices = Smart Choices
Don t drink and drive.
Prevention Education Program
ADM 222A 924-5945

Quality & Inexpensivo
Rainbow Products &
Services
’Ole evenings and weekend
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Off-key choir
member gets
face full of
harsh criticism

The

merchants in our area

"LEND A HELPING HAND"
Come support the homeless families in our community
and make sure that others have a happy holiday as well!

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - - A choir
member threw liquid drain cleaner into
the face of a fellow singer during a
church service, causing serious burns,
for singing off key at rehearsal, police
said.
Five other church members were
splashed by the chemical but were not
seriously injured.
Demetrius Moore, 27, was in good
condition Monday at the University ol
Kentucky Hospital where she was
treated for bums to her face, neck and
chest, police said.
Naomi Parker, 32, pleaded innocent
Monday to first -degree assault and
remained in jail in lieu of $7,500 bad.
She faces a Dec. 4 hearing.
The attack took place Sunday just
as a service was beginning at the downtown East Second Street Christian
Church.
I’, dice said the light stemmed from
a continuing argument about who was
singing off key. The pastor, the Rev.
Raymond Brown, said it was more
elaborate than that, but he refused to
provide more details.
Police officer Robby Poindexter
said Moore told him the incident grew
oui of an altercation during a choir
practice Tuesday.
According to Moore’s account, a
choir leader had stopped the singers
and told Parker she was singing ofi
key. Parker claimed it was not her, but
Moore instead, the woman standing
next to her. Poindexter said.

Vendor Information Booths
Speakers (from 12 pm - 2pm)
Free raffles (Ski lift tickets, club
discounts, dinners, and more)
Bring any second-hand clothes,
toys, or canned food that you
can donate
Food
Thursday, December 5
10am - 4pm

mannet.

3111111B1111
5’.7m(g

Loma Prieta Ballroom
Student Union
atm,

For more information contact Ralene Mattnie,
Spartan Daily Ad Staff 924-3270
or stop by WLN 135

FORUM
Front Front Page
in context. They were disturbing and
powerful images of a powerful problem," Yamold said.
San Jose social worker Connie
Vega questioned the validity of the
gang series because she "doesn’t know
any gang member that would hold a
media conference." Funher, she stated
gangs are very closed and pri, ;tie
groups and didn’t think a gang IIIC111her would take a retainer into his or
her confidence.
"I thought the photos were pretty
phony and superficial in the sense of
Mull they were presenting," Vega said.
The photos were "absolutely not
staged. Photographers do not stage
photos, it counters every ethical standard we hold," Yarnold said.
"Responsible journalists do not run
staged photographs."
Vega expressed concern Mai the
media portrayal of Latinos is always
negative. "There are positive things
going on in the community," she said.
Reporter Laura Kuritmann and
photographer Jim Gensheimer, who
covered the controversial story, will be
at SJSU on Tuesday to discuss the
story. The event is sponsored by the
Media Awareness Organi/ation. For
more information call Ilarry Mok at
723 4970.

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. \. hilt’ oti have a km
short hours to learn ’our sun spots from 41111’ satellites before the
threaded ’.istrinuiim
On the other hand, Marin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely ;Ind conveniently So
even when the subject matter’s dull, sour mind will sta raor sharp.
If Galileo had used arin, mabe he could have mastered the solar
system faster, too.
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PETE’S STOP TIRE CENTER
Foreign & Domestic Auto Repair
Wheel Alignment
ront End Rebuilding
Shock Absorbers

CompleteBrake Service
Wheel Balancing
Used & New Tires

299 Keyes St San Jose

HOTEL DE ANZA
1

10 % OFF Nexxus Products

Ken’s Hubb
The Rock and Roll Barber
318 S. 10th St.
Next to Robert’s Bookstore
279-9955

GIVE "TI-1E GIFT OF MUSIC’
Buy Sell Trade
$1 OFF
Each CD
Sales items excluded

ABCD EXCHANGE
109 E. Santa Clara St.
Between 3rd & 4th
294-0345
Open 7 days

1ST

October 31, 1990,
marked the longawaited completion
of the $10 million
restoration of the
Hotel de Anza.
Built in 1931, this
historical landmark
structure features
100 guest rooms,
meeting facilities,
restaurant and club
space restored to its
original Art Deco
style.
Hotel de Anza is a
development
Saratoga Co
Inc.*, and
,sletokramdW
11Y
Inc. Call
(408) 286-1000 for
further information.
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Fine East African Cuisine
Specializing in Ethiopian Food

Downtown Events
Free Light Rail Passes
from the Pavilion Shops

Nov. 29 Dec. 1

Pick-up a free light rail pass, compliments of the Pavilion Shops, with any
purchase during the Thanksgiving weekend.

Nov. 29 Dec. 1

6th Annual Latin & Native American
Christmas Art Festival

Machu Picchu "Gallery of the Americas" is sponsoring a month-long
Christmas Art Fair with a Grand Opening in El Paseo Court at 42S. First St.
in downtown San Jose. For information, call 280-1860.

Nov. 29 Dec. 22

Free Historic Trolley Rides

Free historic trolley rides, Fridays from 5 - 9 p.m and all day Saturday and
Sunday.

Nov. 29 Jan. 1

$
ALL YOU CAN EXF

101111.4 0 A...Jr.,
0.11114

,

BUFFET

11-3 VION.-FR1.
Lamb, Beef, Vegetarian
M hinat ion, ( ’hicken
OPEN DA11,Y 11AM DNIGIIT 28i-0822
e "g4r-ot
-46tecer.- ega4-4W
17 E. Santa Clara St.
Between 1st & 2nd
(Formerly house of Teriyaki)

You spend hours preparing your term papers
and reports. Show them off with quality copies
and professional binding at Kinko’s.

Winter Wonderland Idea

29 - Dec. 1
6- 10 p.m.
12-9 p.m.
12-9 p.m.

Dec. 6 - Dec. 2Z
Fri.
6-10 p.m.
Sat. 12 - 10 p.m.
Sun. 12-6 p.m.

Nr1...1
195
Con

TERM PAPERS WITH CLASS

The Fox Theatre at 345 S. First St. kicks-off its third year of exciting holiday
displays on November 29th at 6 p.m. The theater will open daily for
viewing with tours on weekends. For information, call 292-2000.
Nov.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
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One coupon per customei
Not valid with any other otter and only at this location

Expires 11/30/91

kinkoss.

Call the San Jose Downtown Aielociation’s 24-hour
FYI line for upcoming eventx at 295-2265, ext. 4483.
For a free 1991 Downtown Holiday Catalog or pocket-size
Downtown Directory, call 279-1775.

fitnessweor
Yolleyball wear

the co I center
IF

InlIn

\JiIVIC3N/EAD

93 E. San Carlos (Across from McDonald’s) 295-4336
UM,

MOM

1111.1

MIMI

skates

blcycles
a accessories
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25e Off Every Wash
Mon. - Fri. Only 1,
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sew

wash america
the clean laundry

330 E Santa Clara St
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I
111Block North i.1 Engineering Bldg I
998-22113 Expires 12-6-91
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SAN JOSE
CAPITAL OF SILICON VALLEY
GET THE INSIDE TRACK

I lop aboard light rail and get the jump on

CHEAP
READING

.

holiday shopping at the Pavilion. Just imagine no parking or traffic hassles! \ nd during
Thanksgiving eekend pick-up

pass with

Cash for your Books

1

I

San Jose’s Best
Kept Secret...
15% off for

hnurs -

and Saturday, 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

stlIVSMOt

Stinda, 12 noon - 5 p.m.

Fantasy
CD’s, Tapes & Records

Dinner Only
with this ad

Prime Rib
Steaks
Seafood

light rail

a purchase frnin alw Pa% ihon shun.

Special’Iltanksgix ing weekend
Firida

SJSU Students

11 free

New & Used Books

Lobster
Chicken
Pasta

Recycle
’ BookStore

unce

PAW LION
SHOPS

1969

Sr.r.
195 E. %tor St. San Jose

Corner of N. 5th & E. Taylor
408’971.’6820

286-6275

ii5 Days Mon. 11:30-6; Tues.-Fri. 1110-11

Mon-Thur 10am-9pm
Fri & Sat 10am-lOpm
Sun 12pm-8pm
138 E. Santa Clara

FIRST a. SAN FERNANDO
IN DOWNTOWN SAN 10SE
3 HOURS FREE
VALIDATED PARKING
OPEN DAILY

WE’RE SPORTING A NEW LOOK

r

Fitness
Fanatics!
Deals to be
Thankful for
lc:lents get 20% off au purchase
with your I.U.
bicycles)

Erni so um um as se is ow mu EN
10% DISCOUNT
I
FOR ALL STUDENTS
I
WITH THIS COUPON
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Spiirts

(

Paper products
Glassware
Toys
pots and Pans

560 So. First St.
Reed and William
297-4511
Open 7 Days a Week!

’

entertainment featuring tinerica’s

Our items are lower priced
thon
discount chains
and
111
wherehouse outlets’
LA lied in Womack 810e 4
II 140 EI Paso de Antonio
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at Poor Scotty’s Grocery Outlet
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0

Just bring our receipt to our special holida cart.
( hie per ciist.inter, please.

Specializing in
Science Fiction
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2. Pavillon Shops
3. KInko’s
.
t: Recycled Books
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Manhattan museum
shows Addams work

Students display talents

Heaven he
NEW YORK (API
bid thai:. little thing like death would
keep Charles Addiuns from entertainnew legions
ing -- and unnerving
of cartoon fans.
The long --anticipated movie version of The Addams Family"opened
Friday, and a Manhattan museum is
mounting a retrospective exhibition of
his work.
"I just hope it’s going to introduce
a whole new generation to his weird
humor," said Addams widow, Tee
Addams.
She was personally involved in one
of the projects: a hefty book from
Alfred A. Knopf tided, "The World of
Charles Addarns." It took two years of
sorting through some 1,600 drawings
before she finally selected 300 cartoons and 24 watercolors for inclusion.
"As 1 got more into it, it became
more emotional," she said by phone
from her Long Island home. "It was
tougher to do than I thought."
Accompanying the book’s publication is "Hallowed Haunts: The

By Michael Monaghan

Drawings and Watercolors of Charles
Addams."
"It’s a little unusual for us, but we
thought the tuning was right," said
Barbara Krulik, the academy’s deputy
director and a co-curator of the exhibit.
Along with his uniquely warped
sense of humor, Addams also was a
master of the pen -and -ink medium in
which he worked, she said.
The draftsmanship is excellent,"
she said. "To get that variety ot tone
with essentially one color is really
quite impressive."
"We hear chuckling through the
galleries and that’s really very nice,"
Krulik said.
The impending release of "The
Addams Family" movie also inspired
two paperbacks: a Simon and
Schuster reissue of Addams’ 1970
collection, "My Crowd," and "The
Addams Chronicles," a trivia-packed
history of the campy 1960s series.
Mrs. Addams said her husband
didn’t mind the TV "Addams Family,"
but felt it wasn’t really him.

Daly staff wrner

Piano, oboe and trombone collaborated as composers and musicians
alike displayed their talents at the
Student Composer Concert Thursday,
Nov. 21.
Despite a few technical difficulties
during rehearsals, the musicians
played well and professionally
throughout the two-hour set.
Some of the musical segments
were of the tradiuonal type
acoustic
pieces played with the heart and soul
of the classical -minded musician.
These arrangements were occasionally punctuated with a hybrid of acoustic and electronic sound, like the mixing of the primary colors red, yellow
and blue to create the rest of the color
spectrum
During the concert these diversions
were welcome changes: others simply
dragged on.
One of the more entertaining pieces
that evening was an untitled flute piece
played by Jeannine Dennis.

RESIDENT ADVISOR
APPLICATIONS pb

WHILE-YOU -WAIT SERVICE! NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!

FALL
SPEC

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN APPLYING FOR A RESIDENT
ADVISOR POSITION FOR SPRING SEMESTER 1992,
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE HOUSING
OFFICEDOWNSTAIRS OF JOE WEST HALL

HURRY - LIMITED TIME OFFERS!!!

T-I. - ....
TIRE ROTATION
1 &,,, OIL CHANGE $

Rotator . .; .. .
Drain Old Oil
Install New Oil Filter
4dd up to 5 Ots Premium Multigrade motor oil
Complete Chassis Lubrication
Ilin Chiyk Fluid Leveis

Oil Change I
Reg $2395

EXPIRES 12 2 91

r

NOV 18 TO DEC 2 1991

APPLICATION PERIOD

DEC 2. 1991

APPLICATIONS DUE
(In the Housing Office-4p.m.)

DEC 55 6, 1991

INTERVIEWS
(Individual interview w/ A.D.)

DEC 7. 1991

GROUP PROCESS
(12-5p.m. in the Dining
Commons)

DEC 12, 1991

RESULTS

c1C3

MOST CARS

1.
2.
3.
4.

FULLTIME STUDENT AT S.J.S.U.
OVERALL CPA 2.3 OA BETTER
GENUINE DESIRE TO WORK WITH PEOPLE
GENUINE DESIRE FOR PERSONAL GROWTH

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND DETAILS. CONTACT COLOR RESIDENT ADVISOR OR
RESIDENT DIRECTOR

MOM

BRAKE SPECIAL

Front Disc Or Rear Drum
Install NEW Organic Pads or Linings
Resurface Rotors or Drums
Inspect Hydraulic Systems
efelf/ED
Repack Wheel Bearings
SWF
Inspect Four Wheels
XECMPIC111115
Add Fluid of Necessary
4diusr Crakes Road test

I louse lights NM killed for "Vox
bive." another do:U(111K inel:C.
Unlike the conceit’s other technoperlOnnances. Mark Grey’s conmosition featured a sk oman ’s voice, not
singing, but moaning like a whale love
song.
The sound of thunder roared in the
Concert Hall’s darkness, leveling off
much in such a way that the sci-fi
movie "Forbidden Planet" comes to
mind.
Senior music major Mark Grey
spent two months composing "Vox
Five," which sampled a host of sounds
for the piece.
Grey’s goal was to "construct a
piece with all emotions" featuring a
"contrast of sounds," he said.
With influences ranging from
Beethoven to Pink Floyd, the composer believes multi -media music is the
path to the future of avant-garde
music.
"I see more interaction in the arts
and audience," Grey said, empliast/Ing
a needed link between the musi, al and
physical urn

iinIn teal hindrances of the
conceit %% de the performers’ page flipping oh the music sheets, which
ruined the continuity of certain pertbrmances.
The musical content of the concen
was inspiring in that the composers of
the future were off to a decent start
Thursday night.
Most of the composers have ambitions of success in the professional
world, or furthering their education of
music.
At the very least, the music of
’Thursday night proved that these 11511’
:tit their
posers and music-Um. ale
way.

GO to the SNOW
TU

QUALIFICATIONS

Tife

Rotation
Rep $ta

I

What began alight. almost cautious
melody soon conjured a scene of
nature, a sense of anxiety building in
the imaginary forest. Birds practically
hatched in that Music Hall
Four electronic entrees offered
themselves to the crowd of about 100
listeners, ea.:11 of them focussing on a
different lzwet of the electronic genre.
"Electrotxv Acoustic" by Bradford
Lee was like a marriage on the rocks:
the oboe and electronic tape wedded
succinctly at first.
Each sound reinforced the other
until the tape ultimately dominated
and overpowered oboist Curtis
Kidwell at times.
Reconciliation between the two
eventually saved the piece and made it
enjoyable to listen to.
When it comes to creating an original work, motivation and determination is far from easy.
"It’s a struggle. Everyone has inspiration, (but) no one has inspiration to
last a whole seven minutes," Lee said.
"It’s a communication process is
what it comes down to."
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Don’t miss our
special skiing section
Tomorrow in the
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CONVENIENT ONE-STOP SERVICE XPIRES 12297
Downtown San Jose
E Santa Clara at 11th. St.
298-7722

ACOU-TUNE
GI BRAKE

The first ever live album from the
band that’s rocked the world. With
15 classic live tracks plus a new

OPEN 30 AM EVENINGS Th. 6 PM

studio track "Shining Star," LIVE
BABY LIVE gives you a jolt that you

M AT
M C AT
L.SAT
GRE
TOTAL TEST PREPARATION
AND ADMISSIONS COUNSELING
Call US today to schedule your
FREE DIAGNOSTIC TEST and EVALUATION

120111._

FOUCA’IONA; GROUP

SAN JOSE/C1 IPEKTINO
1072 Saratoga SunnyN. ale !Load, Suite A-103
(408)252-1300

won’t forget.

The LIVE BABY LIVE Home Video
contains 21 of their biggest hits
shot at Wembley Stadium,

The Limited Edition Fan Pack
contains the LIVE BABY LIVE Home
Video plus the album on either
Cassette or CD.
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WORLD EVENTS

LONDON (Al’) - The Soviet Union,
responding to claims it dumped radioactive
waste into the sea from 1964 to 1986, said
Monday any such dumping was illegal and
will be investigated.
The Soviet issued the statement on the
opening day of the annual meeting of the
London Dumping Convention, which has 65
member-nations. The convention regulates
the dumping of waste at sea.
Remi Parmentier, Greenpeace delegate,
said the Soviet statement "seems to confirm
... that radioactive waste has been dumped at
sea illegally in the Soviet Union."

Tuesday, November 26, 1991

TODAY - Sunny and hazy. Increasing clooudiness, chance of
rain overnight. TOM(MROW - Rain is likely, with a steady breeze. Highs in upper 50s.

@ Hashish seized
in biggest
Spanish ocean
haul to date

says nuclear
dumping at sea
was illegal

lose State University

SJSU WEATHER:
tamers Of mi .N use waste were dumped into
shallow wakr, in the Barents and Kara seas
olf northern Soviet Union.
At a news conference sponsored by
Oreenpeace. Zolotkov said Monday that the
dumped waste included the damaged reactor
core from the Lenin nuclear -powered ice1.reaker, which suffered a meltdown in 1966
iir 1%7_

0 Soviet Union

San

The London Dumping Convention has
banned the disposal of high-level nuclear
waste in any waters since 1972 and has
imposed a moratorium on all dumping of
radioactive waste at sea since 1983.
In a report prepared for the organization
last March by the International Atomic
Energy Agency, the Soviet Union reiterated
earlier declarations that it had never dumped
radioactive material at sea
The Soviet Union said in its statement
Monday that it had never issued any pemiii,
for the dumping of radioactive wastes, "they,.
fore dumping activities mentioned
Greenpeace should be regarded as illegal
A Greepeace report prepared for this
week’s meeting said there had been persistent, unconfirmed reports of Soviet dumping
since 1989.
The most detailed have come from Soviet
lawmaker Andrei Zolotkov. He told a conference in Moscow in September he had
obtained documents shots inc that leaky con-

CADIZ,
(Al’) - Spain’s coast
:lard found 10 tons of hashish aboard a fisholg trawler Monday, calling it the biggest
such seizure in Spanish waters.
Spokesman Alberto Morales valued the
hashish at 53(10 million. He said the trawler,
whose three Spanish crew members were
arrested, picked up the hashish in Morocco
but he did not know where it was bound.
Morales said it was the largest amount of
hashish confiscated since 18 metric tons Were
seized by Spanish authorities in 1988, and
was the most ever taken at sea.

@ Language of
Jesus barely
surviving
A, Syria
- Within a
generation, the sound of the language that
Jesus spoke may fade front this mountain village, one of the world’s few remaining pocket, of Artmaie speakers.
MAMA PI

More than 3,(X)0 years old, Aramaic is
being continually absorbed by modern Arabic
- Syria’s official language.
In Maaloula, the language is "only spoken,
not written," said Palaija Sayaaf, the mother
superior of the St. Takla Greek Orthodox
Convent, said to be one of the oldest holy
shrines in (7hnstendom.
"It’s being diluted all the time. If the language of our Lord, possibly the oldest in the
world, is to survive," the children should be
formally taught it at school, she said.
The 44 -year-old nun, swathed in the black
robe of her order, said that down through the
,enturies the language has been passed ver
bally from generation to generation by the
people of Maaloula and two smaller nearby
villages, Jabiedin and Najafa.
"I hope it will never die because it’s a link
with the Lord Jesus and is very precious. The
people here are proud of this tradition, of having kept the language alive all this time," she
continued.

o Workers

damage tracks,
block highways
in Bangladesh

DHAKA, Bangladesh (Al’) - Industrial
workers uprooted railway tracks, blocked
highways and clashed with police Monday at
the beginning of a two-day strike for higher
pay and against selling state-owned mills to
private owners.
More than 2,000 workers uprooted nearly
200 yards of railway tracks and damaged a
locomotive in the industrial city of Tongi 10
miles north of the capital, witnesses said.
They said protesters beat tip three employees
of the state railway.

About 100 protesters clashed with police
in Dhaka when officers prevented them from
stopping traffic. Officers fired several tear gas
shells to disperse the crowd when protesters
began throwing stones at police and traffic.
The control room at the railway headquarters in Chittagong said the strike disrupted the
movement of trains throughout the country.
The workers want their basic pay
increased to 537 a month from $27. They also
oppose a plan to sell the government’s 38 jute
mills and 41 textile mills, most of which are
unprofitable.

NEWS QUIZ
Five correct - A wild and crazy
guy. Three to four - Put a live
chicken in your underwear. One
to two - You will find a banjo
and a pharoah’s headdress
among your usual stash of stuff.
O Why is A.S. holding a campuswide vote on Dec. 4 and 5?
What has UPD
been accused of
doing twice in November?
e What could turn out to be a dangerous gamble for Sony?
How many casualties had been
reported from fighting in Somalia as of
Sunday!

o

@ Now that all British .hostages have
been released from the Middle East,
who has urged the British government
to make his case a priority?
ANSWERS: 1) The vote is to ask students
whether or not a vote of no umfidence in the
chancellor should he submitted to the CSU
hoard of trustees. 2) Esing strung -arm tactics in
campus arrests. 3) The new Michael Jack,, in
alhum 4) 1,(50. 5) Sidman Rushdie.

by Citus I resaider
Ckirt. EdI101

574 flkfl

CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
$5,000,000 MEDICAL/HEALTH
insurance coverage for students
thru Blue Cross of California Rates
as low as 920. per month. For
brochure. call:
14081252-7300
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned and
%rays - no charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll nowt For brochure see
A.S Office or
Call 800655,3225
18 TRACK RECORDING STUDIO
Only 15 min. from STS1.1. we are
offering lower rates for STSU students and staff who need working
practice tapes, band/songwriter
demos and 256 track micb.record
mg Cali for info VITAL SOUNDS
408 274 0909

CIRCULAR MOTiON5
COMPACT DISCS

Apollo can build a computer to
meet your specific needs! We also
help students upgrade their existing
computer sustemsi We’re happy to
answer questions Please call us at
(4081295 0869
COMPUTER SALES
386/33MHZ emeg RAM SVGA
monitor 1 2 and 1.44 drive 120
meg hard disk SVGA video can:
w/lmeg 230W PS case 101 k’ board software $1800.
386/16MHZ 2 meg RAM VGA mos
itor 1 2 and 1.44 drive 40meg hard
disk VGA video card w/512KB 200
W PS case 101 keyboard 9950 We
guarantee the best price tn town
Prices subject to change w/o
notice Call for most current once
Life time tech. supp Cmi
926-1970. Ask for Nasaron

FAX:
PHONE:

-

,,w,,oge a
,

-Aherne-

’

Taus Manly at
(a5349,
252

tiff GuARDs

miThoita exerThe Central
illualatle p.m
r are are eits ciced and certi.
fled in lifesavog Contact Tobi or
Car! at 298 1717
,

DEA T
ft,

H

CIGARETTES seeks sal,’
San lose area Par;
,:13) 827 ’3623

GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR!
New ciu.cis service pasta restaura
opening in Dec Now interview r,
for service counter & kitchen pet
sonnet. Call Pasta Ma -7305787
REMEMBER WHEN sex was safe
STOP MUGGERS. RAPISTS, drug. N. 1st/Trimble. 1’ blk. from Lt Rail
gar, s tra. tyr ts. ’Istantly. safe
and skydiving was dangerous,
Play it safe!
and legal Money back guarantee
01 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Better than tear gas, - 288-6818
Your fraternity, sorority, or other
Bay Area Skydiving 510 634-7575
campus group can earn between
VOLUNTEER LEADERS NEEDED for
5500-51000 in less than 7 days
Inner City children / youth
You pay absolutely nothing.
Serve with Cayteam Ministries
Call 11-81)0-7352077 Ent 3.
Youth outreach in bible clubs,
DEUVERY PERSON NEEDED
The SPARTAN DAILY ha, a position
tutoring, discipleship
START S7 - 8.00 PER HOUR
available for the Spring semester
Hours flexible Bernie Ashby
Day- SA
11/P1
(4081998-4770
Hours: 7:30-9 (TO a n
Days- Monday - Friday
Sect., i
’High tech
Pay $10 00 a day.
I
CASH FOR COLLEGE. Scholarship
-fits
Credit
Please apoPy in person at the
Quest has over 300.000 sources of
insurance
Spartan Daily busoess office or
available college cash Our person
allied Financial Planning Report
call Kathy at 9243277 for info
finds the hidden scholarship
sources for you Call for a free copy SUPERVISOR OF OFFICIALS want
of "10 Ways To Stretch Your Schol .0 *0 recruit, hire, train. scheduie
3212 Scott Oyu Santa Clara
arship Chances" 408 733,8226
supervise referees for Assocoted
ibelw San Tomas Exp / (Mott)
Students Leisure Services !nears.,
rat Sports. Must have or lake ’ n. COMPUTER RETAIL SALES
ARE YOU APPLYING
Warn
TO GRADUATE SCHOOL?
aid &CPR. Must be current stud, The Princeton Review seeks Pre.
atle
work-study welcome. Approx
,
hr/wk afternoons, eves, wkend
Law. Pre-Business and other
’ knOW
flexible Apply by Dec 6. in Stude
prospective graduate students
n
sonwa,
ActMtles & Services 924 5950
nardware
interested in taking a FREE LSAT,
ry.nas immediate PT sales
GMAT or GRE diagnostic exam. Call
Op.’
IN GLOWING COLOR
3, at our Sunnyvale store
14081 268-9674 to make your
An exciting company is looking for Cant: dates must be highly Mac lit
reservation. Call Today!
Motivated Students for field sales crate Duties include cashiering,
"MR. BLUE GREEN" has current to the restaurant & lounge Industry. product demos, and customer sup
950.-9100.w a night. For details
port Cover letter & resume to PerCell Tech Products (algae & ad.
sonnel. ComputerWare. 2800 W
call Samantha at 415 572,9471
dolpholus etc.) on hand now. SpeRevsnont lla Pa n A .1. (4 94303
cial money making/saving plan for
THE ORIGINAL CRAB HOUSE
sororities, hats. groups. Get brain
LAWN AERATION SALES
hrrIne
food/body rebuilding items from
610. HOUR.
P/T Bookkeeper
Viktor in SH 211 or write, Plan 196,
Guaranteed
- lie, O Iti hoof s
PO. Box 9, S.1. CA 95103. Phone
Weekends
408 492-8827.Free yeast self-test
Servers w/ Dinner House asp
Green Thumb Lawn Service
- min 2 weekday lunch avail
249-0556
Apply in person, 2-4 pm. wkdays
OPEN BIBLE
5506 Monterey Rd.
Oh, put God to the test and see
(at Blossom Hull
MODEL SEARCH 91 C.
how kind He is,
international auk:fetal! as.
in Monterey Plaza.
Honor your father and mother.
erg M / F tot tashOo o.
that you may have a long.
commercial work For ’,en
good life
MARKETING JOBS AVAILABLE
Full or part time lobs available doe tier, Call 374-6090
You must not murder
to company growth anti rapid
You must not comma adultery
POP SYSTEMS has jor, openings
expansion No experience needed
You must rot steal
in high-tech computer industry
Flexible hours
You must not lie
Excellent opportunity for graduating
Call now (408) 9881841
You must not be greedy
marketing majors. m any
S. Cha PO Box 180315
graduating senor. Catl
COUNT INVENTORY
Cupertino. CA 95016
14081 9440301 for interest in a
Drive between retail outlets
fulitittle or part time account
& count inventory part torte
executive tosItior open
Performance bonuses available
Good pay / 1 -7 / fun Must have
car. Contact YoCorp 438 15A1
REC/P.E. OR CHILD DEV/ED
AUTO INSURANCE
it .1., t Service
MAJORS! Small World Schools ,9
Campos
hring teachers and substtutes to,
TCNN. SUB 12 tonna Ed.
Special Student Programs
11 30-6 M.Kuley L atrrkey Near
Serving STSU for 20 years
ow 9 Wear-Mkt! th 12 ants I Cl
preferred) and 12 s.-rakti age
STSU Call Uiane Ferry 9110888
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
(flee/PE itn.la Aix I programs
"Good Rates for Non Good Drivers"
We have holm lull ttme anti pal.
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
SPECIAI DISCOUNTS
tittle positions Fir:mitSr Sins
Outdoor apparel company kiosk*
"Good Student’
available Out centers are one,
to begin pokiest stable of freelance
’Family Muiticar
Barn to 6 pm Experience
’(’shirt & textile graphic designers
CALI. TODAY
406 4767307
preferred but not reduired
296 5270
Cali 2!- /73211
Mont fle.iCompany tnt
FREE
NO HASSLE -- NO OBLIGATION
SALES HELP WANTED
QUOTE
Friendly, enthusiastic. outgoing
Also open Saturdays 9-2
person needed Must be available
evenings and weekends
2 BORN / 2 BATH APTS.
TOYOTA CEUCA 1982.
Start 9725 a nvonth Walk or
Elegant Lace Bridal
5 speed Excellent condition
bike to school 780$ 11th street
5353 Almaden lap Si 978-2230
92500 /oto 266 7651
Laundry facilities. security bog
cable TV avail ReOlOdeled vent
JOIN THE CREW at the Rusty Scup
SEIZED CARS, trucks boats.
pert Applications accepted ME
clean Call mgr 286 917,1
4 wheelers. motorhomes. by FBI
2 305 00 1235 Oakmead Pkwy,
IRS, IAA Available your area 1103V
STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS
Sunnyvale. 245 2911 Conveniently
Call 805 682 7555 Ext C-1255
located off Hwy 101 & Lawrence
2 Mem. / 2 bath start 9765 Free
Salle cable TV. Security Gales,
liOWv Seth you Seen’
Remodeled - Roomy and clean
508 S 11th St Cali
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Dan 295 tv,75
Many positions Great benefits Cali
MS
APOLLO COMPUTER
Steve /290290 leave message
805 682 /555 fit P3310
Specializing In IBM compatibles
Complete systems as low as 5435

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

AUTOMOTIVE

HOUSING

COMPUTERS

TWO ROOMS 1 large 5 1 med.
9285 & 9325 1/2 blk. S./SU Kit.
Pm prefer resp. male student Non
smoker Call 297.7679 9arn -Stan.
DOWNTOWN LUXURY CONDO.
Park Ave 2 Or /200, AIM, All ape’,
axes. 1100 sq n , pry entry. 2
car enclosed parking. $1000 mo
415 552-7989.

iftlt.

**YALE
bd /1ba starting at $725. my
Free basic cable TV. Modern appliances Walk to STSU $100 off 1st
morttr, ter, 381 f tvi tam. at 9th.
E.S. GRAD STUDENT SEEKS large
roc, in house near .,,)SU/S.ICC
Call Heather (312) 477,1193 or
ill .’,1? 7 n’HOslI call you back
ROOMMATE WANTED, Rent
’
oat!, share
room. 148 E Wiriams, Gateway
Apts. Contact: Ben King 9714708.
2 ROOMS FOR RENT in quiet
horne Walking distance to light rail.
9375 ea Dec 1 14081 723-8075
ROOMMATE WANTED: 1 block Rom
campus. Free cable, water, garb
$212.50 my e 1/4 util Call or
leave message Doug 2945431
LIKE NEW 1 BR APTS.
Bright & airy with ASK, OW, AC
Gated parking, Intercom. laundry.
Iwo roommates 0 K.
Rent $5954850.
Aiso rent monthly parking only
Quiet. nice for staff
1 block from campus
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER
297.4705

PERSONAL
ENTREPRENEUR RESOURCE.
a monthq publkation serving
entrepreneurs with adv & articles
Sample copy 92 . year 912
Box 7010, Van Nuys. CA
91409-7010
COMPUTERMATE,
tow cost dating service.
FREE brochure, PO Box 612112.
S.1 CA 95161,7117
"1100423.9199 ’Agents Wanted’

SERVICES
CUSTOM MADE RESUMES
All formats available
Call havd 629148F1

LEARN TO Mg
All leves. ornate tmo,tET’
commercial Special 1 hour,
introductory flight tor $35 00.
Cali hno at 14081 7233146
for details

REPOSSESSED G IRS
homes available i
value. Fantastic sai ,
Also S&L bailout te .
805 682 755., 1,

KENWOOD HOME SPEAKERS
140 watts. LAO
Ceeft condition. Ca" ’,24 Flinn

THE WORLDS BEST/EASIEST
rel.ar program Nepal, yoor
own credit. and save hundrecls
Complete step by step instructions
$2000 Omni Financial.
467 Saratoga Ave. Suite 320,
San Jose, CA 95129.
Great

TRAVEL
FREE TRAVEL A r f.o,,erk tr,
Crulseships. Students also needed
Christmas. Sprung and Summer for
Amusement Park employment Cain
805 682,7555 Eat F-1661

BARE IT ALU PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL Slop shaving-waxing
tweezing or using chemicals. Let
us permanently remove your
unwanted var. Back, Chest, Lip,
Baon, Chin. tummy. etc. Students
& faculty 15% discount. 1st aoPt1/2 price it made before December
25th Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
8211. Campbell Ave. 017,
Campbell, Call 408 379-3500.
Gwen Trish or Marilee,
Reg!stered Electrologists.

AMTRAK EXPANDS TRAIN SERVICE TO SAN JOSE! Beg n.-,g Dec
12, try Amtrak’s 3 new daily trans
to Sacramento. leaving San Jose at
6:35 am . 12-10 Om & 5:10Pre
Trains stop at Fairfield and Davis
From Sacramento. Amtrak buses
continue directly to Auburn / Colfax
/ Truckee, Grass Valley, and
Marysville / OrovIlle / Chico / Red
Bluff / Redding, One Amtrak ticket
covers both train and bus One way
fare to Sacramento: 923 Jan. -April
roundtrips only 924 most days 3
daily (*pa/tures also evadable from
San Jose to Fresno / Hanforo
Bakersfield via direct Amtrak bus to
trainsate at Stockton Call 1600
LISA-RAIL for information

CAREERPRO RESUMES-995-5758
., Alameda 12 miles S1SI
Advert,se to Major EmployersStudent Discounts - Nationwide
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC! Urwanted
hair removed forever Specialist
Confidential lour own ster.e
Probe or disposable
Coe 247-7486.
tV S Ram.00d Ave Sa
.

AT YOUR SERVICE Transcription
and word processing Term papers.
resumes, reports. flyers. letters
home. customized stationary. invitations, announcements, mass mailicgr VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES
/rapid delivery. SPECIAL FONTS and
GRAPHICS AVAILABLE on He Laserjet III printer. Editing from docu.
rrents on floppy disk iwp 5 1)
Cali 451,7543
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
next to Ongina, loe’S
TYPING WORDPROCESSING
91 5057.00 page
Macintosh laser print
Notes. papers, letters.
flyers, resumes, etc Free editing
Dohrmann Business Center
325 S 1st St 1st Fl 2830700
I’D LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING.
located near Blackford H S
Call Mary lane -98571119
AAAHI EXPERIENCED TYPIST.
Let me do tne typing"
Resumes, term papers, theses.
etc Grad & undergrad Available
days (eves & weekends by appt
IBM Comp / Laser printer
Call Anna . 972-4992
QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, theses, resumes, let
ters. reports All formats Steno
sevee Pick up and delivery for
large lobs. 20 years
experience MA in English
Call Margaret,
S am to Rpm. at 251-6775

WHERE nu YOU VyAN7 TO GOP

SO DISCOUNT i.
PERMANENT COSMETICS.
neam.e your natural beauty.’
Eye loer Eyebrows - Lips - Cheeks
Small scars blendee
Expires 12,2591
Call Tisr at 408 3793500
C.i. ,,r

r

STEREO

FREE COLOR ANALYSIS & makeover Prc,ressona’ image Consul
tent Quality products at 40-75%
less than retail Traci/ 947711937.

621

ortoa
ail
3

WORDPROCESSING
Call LINDA 10041
Proce,.,

group

a:

All formats

,

A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gets the best grade
woo spearng and grammar
also help Let this
F ^r .k ’ry, "em assist
.
your
, ’
studentS
w
LcCi Barbara
RITE/TYPE! 795-7438

S,
’

SPA.

Quid’

WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
All Sublects Pape
.
develOpMent.
Qualified writer,
Editing. Resumes
Worts guaranteed. Reasonable
Berkeley 14151E141 5036

TYPING & WORDPROCESSING
52 Pt R PAGE
NUN 226,1459

VOICEMAIL $4. PER MONTH No
deposit,
.
me
costs Private end sts
-co
no use Call 408423.01,-

CALI LINDA FiRSTI Theses, term
t, .
nerfect 5.1 Cassette
S,en check Near
280 0
E. op, kir ti . o.4

Transcription services available
Aimaden i Branham area

EXPERIENCED WORD Processors,
familtar with APA/Turablan
formats Science and English
papers our specialty. Free spell
check/storage loss-cost editing
and graphics Resumes and
other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cali Paul or Virginia 251-0449.
WORD PROCESSING
Pend!), home typist astral
Word Perfect & Laser printer
Near Bollinger & De Anza Blvd
12 years legal experience
Suzanne 446-5658

924-3282
924-3277

ATTENTION GRADSI
Let me ass St you with your
Masters tnesis/project
preparation Expertise on
APA/Turabian foenats & Grad
Office requirements. Will Edit
grammar, punctuation, sentence
structure (former English major).
Word Perfect & HP Laser.
Willow Glen area
Call Mrs. Morton
2669448 c1011y 8 8
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing, Term Papers
Theses. Graduate Work. SPA &
Turab on Desktop Publishing,
Graphic Design & Layout.
Laser Output.
Satisfaction Guaranteed,
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oakriclge Mali
224639’5
ADVERTISE IN THE SPARTAN DAILY
Call 924-3277
LETTERS, RESUMES, FLYERS
and small lobs by a pro
Laser printing.
Free disk storage
Call Evelyn at
EDP SERVICES
270-8014
CALL MARSHA 268.9448
for wore processing with
Word Perfect 5 1 IMO HP Laser II
Specialize eckEng, e.g., grammar.
sentence structure. formatting
(APA, Turabian. MLA). Can also edit
your 5 1/4 disk in WP SO/Slot
ASCII Assistance with all
Phases of thesis, term paper, &
resume preparation
ESL students welcome
Willow Glen area
WHEN THE BEST
IS AU. YOU NEED!
Papers Talked,
Laser Printer
Styli Check
91 90 PP and up
Evening & weekend appts
Herryessa./Evergreen
2r,44565
AFFORDABLE al EKPERIENCED
wordprocessing, Term papers
reports, group POWs, resumes,
letters, theses, Isserprinter,
etc All formats plus APA.
Spellcheck. punctuation &
grammar assistance
All Work guaranteed.
Cali PAM 247.2681, 8am 8pm
for worry free peoressonai
depenciable service

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
riiINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)

LICIEILIEJEJL=DEJE=DODEDEDOODOE101=
LiailLiDIADOEIDDDIECIEJODEEIDEEICHADOODED
EiDEMIEMM=OCIEILIDDOEIDEICIOODOCHIODEO
EJEJElriMEEDECIEIDOEICHIDEJDOCIDCIECCEIED
Name

AD HATES, MINIMUM
One Two
Day Days
3 lines $500 $600
4 lines $600 $700
5 lines $700 $800

3 Dries
Three
Days
$7 00

I

$8 00

DAY
Four Five
Days Days
$800 $900
$900 $1000

$900

$10 00 $11 00

Phone

6 lines $800 $9 00 $10 00 $11 00 $1;’ 00
Each additional line $1 00
Each additional day $1 00

’

Please check I
your classification:

’N ONE

SEMESTER RATES, ALL ISSUES
5 9 lines $70 00* 10 14 lineS $9000
15 19 lines $110 00
Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

Address

City State

lip

oR
oRDER TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
desk located nsde Wahiawa! library North 102
Deacaine Two
days before pubtication 11 Consecutive publications dates only No relunds
Oh cancelled ads

Announcements
Automotive
Computers
For Sale
Greek
Help Wanted
_ Housing
__Lost and Found
Personal
_Services
Stereo
Travel
__Wordprooessing
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’Intense’ Broncos
down SJSU in debut
lt

14:110IAIS I).

siiiith

pall) Alan 5511t,.

The uiti i k Iriii liergy of
the Sanui Lu,t I I iii t .Il\ Broncos
left the Spartan women’s basketball team scrambling for control
Sunday night in the team’s first
game of the season. SJSU lost by
an 80-50 score.
Bad passing, poor communication, and a lack of timing forced
the Spartans into frequent
turnovers
SJSU had 37
turnovers in the game to Santa
Clam’s 23.
The Broncos, last year’s NIT
champions, not only used its energy to outpace the Spartans, but
also used communication and tight
discipline to execute effective
plays to get easy baskets. In sharp
contrast, the Spartans stuggled to
get the ball, then struggled to keep
it.
SJSU stayed within seven
points for most of the half, but lost

the momentum as the game went
on. SJSU trailed 45-29 at halftime.
"We obviously have a lot to
work on," Krah said, noting the
team’s lack of timing. "This game
is a good measuring stick for us."
Although the Spartans lacked
intensity Sunday night, freshman
guard Daphne Brownson played
"very aggressively," Krah said.
Senior forward Pat Peinber led
SJSU with 14 points, hitting six of
11 shots from the field.
Junior Bronco guard Melissa
King was the core of her team’s
energy blasting up and down
the court, setting the pace of the
game. King was named the West
Coast Conference Player of the
Year last season.
The Spartans ended last season
with a 2-25 record, but Krah
expects a better season this year
despite Sunday’s 30-point loss.
The Spartans play the Hornets
of Sacramento State in Sacramento
at 7:30 RM.

SJSU men try to rise
above injury for opener
By Deborah Kerr
Daily staff antcr

With five players out due to
injuries, the SJSU men’s basketball
team faces the University of Montana
Grizzlies tonight in its first pre-conference competition.
"In all the time I’ve coached, I’ve
never seen anything like this," said
SJSU men’s basketball coach Stan
Morrison about the number of injuries
suffered on the team before this season’s opening.
Morrison said many of the injuries
occurred before team practice began
this year and one player hurt himself
over the summer.
Among them: Lossie Mitchel,
guard, recuperating from arthroscopic
knee surgery, cannot play in either of
this week’s games; Darren Greene,
forward, sustained a stress fracture in
pre-season drills and will also miss
both games this week; Ivory Joe
Hunter, guard/forward, suffering from
a calcium deposit in his right quadricep is expected to start the official season with the Spartans in January; Ron
Hannon, guard, suffering from a contusion to the calf, will be out for an
undetermined amount of time.
The most valuable player lost to
injury, according to Morrison, is
sophomore center Mike Brotherton, a

1991 Big West Conference "AllFreshman" team selection.
"We’re trying to make up for the
loss of Mike Brotherton, who is lost
for the year. He is arguably our best
player," Morrison said.
Because of a blow to the knee,
Brothenon suffered a medial collateral
injury. With six weeks of immobilization and a long rehabilitation period
ahead, he will miss the entire season.
Substitute center Rob Dunlap will
start tonight’s game in place of
Brotherton.
The odds against the Spartans in
tonight’s game are compounded by
the fact that the Spartans only have
one senior player, center Daryl Scott,
while the Grizzlies go into the game
with five senior starters.
Leading them is 6-foot-8 forward
Nate Atchison, who is the top returning scorer for the Grizzlies at 14.5
points per game last year.
Some of the top Spartan starters
include 6-foot-10 junior center Robert
Dunlap; 6-foot-7 sophomore forward
Andrew Gardiner; and 6-foot-1 freshman guard Alfonso De La NLICZ.
The game will start at 7:45 p.m. at
the Event Center. The first 1,((X) tickets are free to students on a first-come,
first-served basis, and can be picked
up at the Event Center box office
today before the game.

SPORTS
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Bad timing not good
The guy stepped out kit his ii ilk k
like he was climbing off a horse
after a day’s ride. He ambled
towards Matt and me, spitting sonic
sort of words into his government
issue walkie-talkie that would
eventually reach some cheap robot
in Bakersfield.
"Whatcha guys doin’?" was the
first intelligible thing out of his
mouth. He sounded like John Wayne
on quaaludes, slowly forcing out
words in a bogus down-homeauthoritarian accent to let us know
he was here and we weren’t going to
get away with anything. I figured by
the way he walked and talked that

he either suffered from permanent
constipation or had just finished a
long drive on a very rough road.
"You guys got registrauons on
your bikes?" was his next sentence.
I understand that, as a Bureau of
Land Management officer, he had to
do his job and check the off-road
registrations of our dirt bikes. His
whining made his intentions
different. He was hassling us. I
decided.
"Why don’t you pick them up
now?" he ordered, pointing at the
beer cans stacked on the ground,
next to the fire ring. They were left
from the night before, destined to be
recycled without government
intervention. I picked them up and
stuck them in a box right next to the
fire ring. No sense arguing, 50 miles
from nowhere, with an officious
grouch packing a 9mm pistol.
I respect park rangers, and I’ve
made friends with some who help
run Hollister Hills State Vehicular
Recreation Area. They do their jobs
well, and they’re nice people to

boot. But I wasn’t at Hollister Hills.
We had decided, just for a change,
to drive an extra 50 miles to a big
piece of land owned by the Fats.
Then Matt forgot his license
plate. We weren’t going to get away
with it. Luckily, Matt had his
registration card, proving he owned
the machine.
Not so fast, Officer Nausea
thought, pointing out that the
reF istration expired almost two
weeks ago. Nov. 12, 1992. Matt
pointed out that we were only in
1991, and he still had at least 350
days to go.
The bad attitude of this BLM
officer was a new experience for me.
I’ve heard of horror stories, about
attitude-stricken patrollers, but I
haven’t experienced this, either
because I obey the law or because I
go to places where the officials are
happy about their jobs, lives, etc.
This isn’t to say that all BLM
guys are dirt bags who get their
kicks with a daily power trip. You
can’t be sure that everyone at suite
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Macintosh

Macintosh LC System

Now’s the right time to buy an Apple’
Macintosh computer system. Because right now
YOU can save big on Apple’s most popular computers and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is
the right computer to help you achieve your hest,
throughout college and beyond.

Student Union

System.

What’s lIl0lt, you may even qualify for the
flew Apple Computer Loan, which Inakes buying a
Macintosh now even easier.
So come in right now and check out the big
sayings on Macintosh. But hurry these special
sayings last only through January 5, 1992.

For all your computer needs visit the
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
924-1809
Defer for up to 48 months!!

9:00 - 4:00

December 2 - 5

John Ressa’s column runs Tuesdays

Right
Macintosh.
Right price.
Ri t now
Macintosh ClasseSystem.

Coffee House

parks are qualified replacements of
Captain Kangaroo, either.
Some people don’t like dirt bikes,
like my neighbors. The red-headed
bag of doo-doo who lives across the
street acts like I’m giving sticks of
dynamite to little kids when I start
my bike in the driveway, before I
leave for a ride.
Like clockwork, the police tum
up in less than three minutes to "just
let (me) know that (I) can’t ride that
thing on the street." No doubt that il
some hoodlums were stabbing me in
the spleen or tap dancing on my
forehead, she would call a friend
with a video camera and forget 911
ever existed.
I guess people have their own
reasons for not liking dirt bikers,
and dirt bikers have their own
reasons for not liking people who
don’t like them. But I know which
group is right and which group is
made up of a bunch of paranoid
psychotics.
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